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1. ABSTRACT

Interest in the therapeutic potential of faecal microbiota transplant (FMT) has been increasing globally in recent years, particularly as a result of randomised studies in which it has been used as an intervention. The main focus of these studies has been the treatment of recurrent or refractory *Clostridium difficile* infection (CDI), but there is also an emerging evidence base regarding potential applications in non-CDI settings. The key clinical stakeholders for the provision and governance of FMT services in the UK have tended to be in two major specialty areas: gastroenterology and microbiology/infectious diseases. While the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance (2014) for use of FMT for recurrent or refractory CDI has become accepted in the UK, clear evidence-based UK guidelines for FMT have been lacking. This resulted in discussions between the British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) and Healthcare Infection Society (HIS), and a joint BSG/HIS FMT working group was established. This guideline document is the culmination of that joint dialogue.

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2.1. Overview

The remit of the British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG)/Healthcare Infection Society (HIS) working group was to provide recommendations as to best practice in the provision of a faecal microbiota transplant (FMT) service. This guideline considers the use of FMT for the treatment of *Clostridium difficile* infection (CDI), as well as for potential non-CDI indications, in adults. The working group have primarily targeted their report at clinicians involved in the use and provision of FMT services, but have also aimed it to be of interest to patients and their relatives.

2.2. Summary of recommendations

2.2.1. Which patients with CDI should be considered for FMT, and how should they be followed-up after treatment?

2.2.1.1. Prior to FMT. Patient selection

2.2.1.1.1. Recurrent CDI

We recommend that FMT should be considered for recurrent CDI (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.1.1.2. Refractory CDI

We recommend that FMT should not be administered as initial treatment for CDI (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.1.1.3. FMT as initial therapy for CDI

We recommend that FMT should be considered in cases of refractory CDI (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.1.1.4. Antimicrobial/antitoxin therapy prior to considering FMT for patients with CDI

We recommend that FMT for recurrent CDI should only be considered after recurrence of symptoms following resolution of an episode.
of CDI that was treated with appropriate antimicrobials for at least 10 days (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We recommend consideration of treatment with extended/pulsed vancomycin and/or fidaxomicin before considering FMT as treatment for recurrent CDI (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

iii. For those with severe or complicated CDI, which appears to be associated with reduced cure rates, we recommend that consideration should be given to offering patients treatment with medications which are associated with a reduced risk of recurrence (eg, fidaxomicin and bezlotoxumab), before offering FMT (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.1.2. Post-FMT follow-up, outcomes and adverse events

2.2.1.2.1. Management of FMT failure

We recommend that FMT should be offered after initial FMT failure (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.1.2.2. General approach to follow-up post-FMT

We recommend that all FMT recipients should routinely receive follow-up. Clinicians should follow-up FMT recipients for long enough to fully establish efficacy/adverse events, and for at least 8 weeks in total (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.1.2.3. Management of the FMT recipient

i. We recommend that immediate management after endoscopic administration of FMT should be as per endoscopy unit protocol (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We recommend that patients should be warned about the short term adverse events, in particular the possibility of self-limiting gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms. They should be advised that serious adverse events are rare (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

iii. After enteral tube administration, we recommend that patients may have the tube removed and oral water given from 30 min post-administration (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.1.2.4. Definition of cure post-FMT for CDI

We recommend that a decision regarding cure/remission from CDI should be recorded during follow-up. However, this has no uniformly agreed definition, and should be decided on a case by case basis (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.1.2.5. Definition of treatment failure post-FMT for CDI

We recommend that treatment failure/recurrence should be defined on a case by case basis. Routine testing for C. difficile toxin after FMT is not recommended, but it is appropriate to consider in the case of persistent CDI symptoms/suspected relapse (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.2. What recipient factors influence the outcome of FMT when treating people with CDI?

2.2.2.1. General approach to comorbidities and FMT

i. We recommend that FMT should be avoided in those with anaphylactic food allergy (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We suggest that FMT should be offered with caution to patients with CDI and decompensated chronic liver disease (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: weak).

2.2.2.2. Immunosuppression and FMT

i. We recommend that FMT should be offered with caution to immunosuppressed patients, in whom FMT appears efficacious without significant additional adverse effects (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We recommend that immunosuppressed FMT recipients at risk of severe infection if exposed to Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) or cytomegalovirus (CMV) should only receive FMT from donors negative for EBV and CMV (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.2.3. Other comorbidities and FMT

i. We recommend that FMT should be offered to those with recurrent CDI and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), but patients should be counselled about a small but recognised risk of exacerbation of IBD (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We recommend that FMT should be considered for appropriate patients with recurrent CDI regardless of other comorbidities (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.3. What donor factors influence the outcome of FMT when treating people with CDI?

2.2.3.1. General approach to donor selection

We recommend that related or unrelated donors should both be considered acceptable. However, where possible, FMT is best sourced from a centralised stool bank, from a healthy unrelated donor (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.3.2. Age and body mass index restrictions for potential donors

We suggest that people should only be considered as potential FMT donors if they are ≥18 and ≤60 years old, and have a body mass index (BMI) of ≥18 and ≤30 kg/m² (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

2.2.3.3. General approach to the donor screening assessment

It is mandatory to screen potential donors by questionnaire and personal interview, to establish risk factors for transmissible diseases and factors influencing the gut microbiota (box 1) (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.3.4. Laboratory screening of potential donors

Blood and stool screening of donors is mandatory (boxes 2 and 3) (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.3.5. Repeat donor checks, and donation pathway

i. In centres using frozen FMT, before FMT may be used clinically, we recommend that donors should have successfully completed a donor health questionnaire and laboratory screening assays both before and after the period of stool donation. This is the preferred means of donor screening (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).
Box 1  Recommended donor history/questionnaire*

1. Receipt of antimicrobials within the past 3 months.
2. Known prior exposure to HIV and/or viral hepatitis, and known previous or latent tuberculosis.
3. Risk factors for blood borne viruses, including high risk sexual behaviours, use of illicit drugs, any tattoo/body piercing/needlestick injury/blood transfusion/acupuncture, all within the previous 6 months.
4. Receipt of a live attenuated virus within the past 6 months.
5. Underlying GI conditions/symptoms (eg, history of IBD, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), chronic diarrhoea, chronic constipation, coeliac disease, bowel resection or bariatric surgery), also including acute diarrhoea/GI symptoms within the past 2 weeks.
6. Family history of any significant GI conditions (eg, family history of IBD or colorectal cancer).
7. History of atopy (eg, asthma, eosinophilic disorders).
8. Any systemic autoimmune conditions.
9. Any metabolic conditions, including diabetes and obesity.
10. Any neurological or psychiatric conditions, or known risk of prion disease.
11. History of chronic pain syndromes, including chronic fatigue syndrome and fibromyalgia.
12. History of any malignancy.
13. Taking particular regular medications, or such medications within the past 3 months—that is, antimicrobials, proton pump inhibitors, immunosuppression, chemotherapy.
14. History of receiving growth hormone, insulin from cows or clotting factor concentrates.
15. History of receiving an experimental medicine or vaccine within the past 6 months.
16. History of travel to tropical countries within the past 6 months.
* A positive response to any of these questions would usually result in exclusion from further consideration as a donor, although this would depend upon the particular circumstances/answers given.

ii. In centres using fresh FMT, we recommend that a repeat health questionnaire should be assessed at the time of each stool donation. To ensure ongoing suitability for inclusion as a donor, the donor health questionnaire and laboratory screening should be repeated regularly (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.4. What factors related to the preparation of the transplant influence the outcome of FMT when treating people with CDI?

2.2.4.1. General principles of FMT preparation

i. We recommend that stool collection should follow a standard protocol (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We recommend that donor stool should be processed within 6 hours of defaecation (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

iii. We recommend that both aerobically and anaerobically prepared FMT treatments should be considered suitable when preparing FMT for the treatment of recurrent CDI (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

Box 2  Recommended blood screening for stool donors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathogen screening:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>► Hepatitis A IgM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Hepatitis B (HBsAg and HBeAb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Hepatitis C antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Hepatitis E IgM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► HIV-1 and HIV-2 antibodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 antibodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Treponema pallidum antibodies (TPHA, VDRL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Epstein–Barr virus IgM and IgG*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Cytomegalovirus IgM and IgG*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Strongyloides stercoralis IgG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Entamoeba histolytica serology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► General/metabolic screening:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Full blood count with differential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Creatinine and electrolytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Liver enzymes (including albumin, bilirubin, aminotransferases, gamma-glutamyltransferase and alkaline phosphatase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► C reactive protein</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Epstein – Barr virus and cy tomegalo virus testing is only recommended where there is the potential that the faecal microbiota transplant prepared from that donor will be administered to immunosuppressed patients at risk of severe infection.

iv. We recommend that sterile 0.9% saline should be considered as an appropriate diluent for FMT production, and cryoprotectant such as glycerol should be added for frozen FMT (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

v. We recommend using ≥50 g of stool in each FMT preparation (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

vi. We suggest that stool should be mixed 1:5 with diluent to make the initial faecal emulsion (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

vii. We suggest that homogenisation and filtration of FMT should be undertaken in a closed disposable system.

Box 3  Recommended stool screening for stool donors

| ► Clostridium difficile PCR |
| ► Campylobacter, Salmonella, and Shigella by standard stool culture and/or PCR |
| ► Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli by PCR |
| ► Multi-drug resistant bacteria, at least CPE and ESBL* |
| ► Stool ova, cysts and parasite analysis, including for Microsporidia |
| ► Faecal antigen for Cryptosporidium and Giardia |
| ► Acid fast stain for Cyclospora and Isospora |
| ► Helicobacter pylori faecal antigen |
| ► Norovirus, rotavirus PCR. |

*While carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) and extended spectrum beta-lactamases (ESBL) are the only multidrug resistant bacteria that are recommended to be screened for universally, consider testing for other resistant organisms (including vancomycin resistant Enterococci (VRE) and/or methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)) based on risk assessment and local prevalence.
2.2.4.2. Fresh versus frozen FMT
We recommend that the use of banked frozen FMT material should be considered preferable to fresh preparations for CDI (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.4.3. Use of frozen FMT
i. We recommend that FMT material stored frozen at −80°C should be regarded as having a maximum shelf life of 6 months from preparation (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We suggest consideration of thawing frozen FMT at ambient temperature, and using within 6 hours of thawing (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

iii. We suggest not thawing FMT in warm water baths, due to the risks of cross contamination with Pseudomonas (and other contaminants) and reduced bacterial viability (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: weak).

2.2.5. What factors related to administration of the transplant influence the outcome of FMT when treating people with CDI?

2.2.5.1. Use of specific medications in the period around FMT
2.2.5.1.2. Additional antibiotics pre-FMT
We recommend that bowel lavage should be administered prior to FMT via the lower GI route, and that bowel lavage should be considered prior to FMT via the upper GI route; polyethylene glycol preparation is preferred (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

For upper GI FMT administration, we suggest that a proton pump inhibitor should be considered, for example, the evening before and morning of delivery (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

We suggest that a single dose of loperamide (or other antimotility drugs) should be considered following lower GI FMT delivery (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

We suggest that prokinetics (such as metoclopramide) should be considered prior to FMT via the upper GI route (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

We recommend that best practice for prevention of further transmission of CDI should be applied throughout when administering FMT to patients with CDI (nursing with enteric precautions, sporicidal treatment of endoscope, etc) (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.5.1.3. Capsulised FMT
Capsulised FMT holds promise as a treatment option for recurrent CDI and we recommend that this should be offered to patients as a potential treatment modality where available. Capsule preparations should follow a standard protocol. Further evidence regarding optimal dosing and formulation is required (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.6. What is the clinical effectiveness of FMT in treating conditions other than CDI?
We do not currently recommend FMT as treatment for IBD. Apart from CDI, there is insufficient evidence to recommend FMT for any other GI or non-GI disease (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.7. Basic requirements for implementing a FMT service
2.2.7.1. General considerations
i. The development of FMT centres should be encouraged (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We suggest that FMT centres should work to raise awareness about FMT as a treatment option among clinicians caring for patients with CDI, and provide training to relevant healthcare professionals on the practicalities of delivering FMT recipients also have an indication for long term antibiotics, or have an indication for non-CDI antibiotics within 8 weeks of FMT (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: weak).
an FMT service (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: weak).

2.2.7.2. Legal aspects and clinical governance
In the UK, FMT must be manufactured in accordance with Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) guidance for human medicines regulation. When FMT is supplied on a named patient basis, within a single organisation, a pharmacy exemption may be used, subject to ensuring proper governance and traceability. All centres that are processing and distributing FMT should seek guidance from the MHRA and, where necessary, obtain appropriate licenses prior to establishing an FMT service. This is a legal requirement. In countries other than the UK, FMT should only be manufactured following appropriate approval from the national authority of that country (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.7.3. Multidisciplinary teams
We recommend that a multidisciplinary team should be formed to deliver FMT services (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.7.4. Infrastructure
We recommend utilisation of suitable laboratory facilities and infrastructure for FMT production (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.7.5. FMT manufacturing
We recommend ensuring the traceability of supply (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.7.6. FMT production quality control
We recommend monitoring, notification and investigation of all adverse events and reactions related to FMT (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

2.2.7.7. Donor screening governance
We recommend ensuring the clinical governance of donor screening (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

3. INTRODUCTION
The aim of the BSG/HIS FMT working group was to establish a guideline that defined best practice in all aspects of a FMT service, by providing evidence based recommendations wherever possible, and consensus multidisciplinary expert opinion where specific published evidence is currently lacking. This included the evaluation of the use of FMT in the treatment of CDI (also referred to as Clostridioides difficile), and also in potential non-CDI indications. Relevant guidance published to date includes the interventional procedure guidance from the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE),\(^2\) UK, European and US microbiological guidelines on the treatment of CDI,\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^5\) and recent expert consensus documents on FMT in clinical practice.\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^8\) Furthermore, there have also been national recommendations regarding FMT produced by working groups in several different countries.\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^10\) Principally as a result of randomised studies that have been published in recent years,\(^11\)\(^-\)\(^18\) FMT has become an accepted treatment for recurrent/refractory CDI.

The unique remit and objectives of this guideline when commissioned by the BSG and HIS were:

i. To review the rapidly-growing body of randomised trial evidence for the efficacy of FMT in the treatment of adults (≥18 years), both in CDI and in other clinical conditions, much of which has been published after the publication of current CDI treatment algorithms.\(^19\)\(^-\)\(^24\)

ii. To provide specific guidance about best practice for an FMT service within the context of the regulatory framework for the intervention as it currently exists in the UK.\(^19\)\(^-\)\(^26\)

The elucidation of the mechanisms underlying the efficacy of FMT in treating CDI remains an active area of global research, with the aim of rationalising FMT from its current crude form to a more targeted, refined therapeutic modality.\(^21\) Previous research has demonstrated that commensal bacteria cultured from the stool of healthy donors,\(^25\) sterile faecal filtrate\(^26\) and/or spores of Firmicutes derived from ethanol-treated stool from healthy donors\(^27\) may have similar efficacy to conventional FMT in treating CDI, although results of the latter approach produced disappointing outcome data when extended to a phase II clinical trial.\(^25\) For the purposes of this guideline, the BSG/HIS working group considered only studies that used the administration of manipulated whole stool (including encapsulated faeces). They deemed studies using cultured microorganisms (or their proteins, metabolites or other components), or microbiota suspensions, to be in the preclinical research stage, without firm evidence.

FMT has been shown to be very acceptable to patients, both in the setting of CDI\(^11\)\(^-\)\(^26\) and in non-CDI settings, for example, ulcerative colitis.\(^27\) However, the absence of appropriate protocols\(^28\)\(^-\)\(^31\) specifically taking into account UK clinical practice and regulation of FMT has been perceived as a barrier to the use of FMT in the UK and Ireland; these guidelines seek to rectify this problem.

4. GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT

4.1. Guideline development team
BSG and HIS commissioned the authors to undertake the Working Party Report. The authors represent the membership of both societies. The working group included gastroenterologists, infectious diseases/microbiology clinicians, a clinical scientist, a systematic reviewer and patient representatives. The views expressed in this publication are those of the authors, and have been endorsed by BSG and HIS following consultation.

4.2. Scope of the guidelines
The main scope of the guidelines is to provide guidance for the optimal provision of an effective and safe FMT service, principally for recurrent or refractory CDI, but non-CDI indications are also considered. These guidelines only apply to adult patients (≥18 years); the working party did not consider the role of FMT in the treatment of either CDI or non-CDI indications in children or young people. The guidelines were written with a focus on UK practice, but also with consideration of more global practice as it applied. The diagnosis and management of CDI in general are outside the remit of these guidelines.

4.3. Evidence appraisal
Questions for review were derived from the Working Party Group, which included patient representatives in accordance with the PICO process.\(^32\) To prepare these recommendations, the working group collectively reviewed relevant peer reviewed research.
4.4. Data sources and search strategy
A systematic literature search was undertaken using MEDLINE and EMBASE databases, and the Cochrane Library, for relevant articles published from 1 January 1980 to 1 January 2018. The MEDLINE and EMBASE strategy is shown in the online supplementary material 1, appendix ii. Free text and MESH/index terms for FMT and *Clostridium difficile* or other diseases of interest were combined. In addition, conference proceedings from microbiology, infectious disease and gastroenterology conferences were also searched to identify additional studies.

4.5. Study eligibility and selection criteria
The members of the guideline group determined criteria for study inclusion. Two reviewers (BHM, MNQ) screened the titles and abstracts of each article for relevance independently; any disagreements were resolved by discussion with a third reviewer (PS). Copies of relevant articles were obtained and assessed for inclusion as evidence in the guideline by all three reviewers. The reason for not selecting studies was recorded. Only articles published in English and human clinical studies were included. For evidence on FMT for CDI, both randomised studies (including randomised controlled trials (RCTs)) and case series with at least 10 patients were selected. Only randomised trials were included as evidence for FMT for non-CDI indications. Conference abstracts were only included for CDI and non-CDI indications if they reported a randomised trial; where abstracts were available reporting data from a randomised trial that was subsequently published, only the published paper was reviewed.

4.6. Data extraction and quality assessment
The initial search identified 2658 publications, and of these, 802 duplicates were excluded. From here, 1856 studies were subsequently screened, from which 78 studies were assessed by reviewing the full text for eligibility (see online supplementary material 1, appendix ii and supplementary material 2, additional appendix D). Of these 78 studies, 58 were included as the basis of evidence for writing this guideline. In total, 39 were case studies in CDI including at least 10 patients (see online supplementary material 2, additional appendix C.1), and 10 were randomised studies in CDI (see online supplementary material 2, additional appendix C.2). Nine were randomised trials for non-CDI indications (see online supplementary material 2, additional appendix C.3). Data were extracted for patient demographics, disease characteristics, donor screening characteristics, stool preparation and administration, clinical outcomes and adverse events. The quality of the randomised studies was assessed with the Cochrane Collaboration’s risk of bias tool. Case series were assessed using the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination guidance.

4.7. Rating of evidence and recommendations
The BSG version of these guidelines was prepared in keeping with the BSG Clinical Services and Standards Committee (CSSC) advice document on the writing of clinical guidelines.\(^{33}\) Evidence tables were presented and discussed by the working group, and guidelines were prepared according to the nature and applicability of the evidence regarding efficacy and patient preference and acceptability. For the BSG version of this guideline, the GRADE system (Grades of Recommendation Assessment, Development and Evaluation)\(^{34}\) was used to assess the strength of evidence (high/moderate/low/very low) and strength of recommendation (strong/weak) (Table 1). The section entitled ‘Basic requirements for implementing an FMT service’ (see online supplementary material 3) was based on expert opinion, since this was a key area of the working party’s remit but not one amenable to evaluation by the PICO process. Face to face meetings and group teleconferences were held to agree on recommendations. Any disagreements on recommendations or the strength of recommendation were resolved by discussion and, where necessary, voting by the members of the working group, with consensus achieved when >80% were in agreement.

### Table 1  A summary of the Grades of Recommendation Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRADE—strength of evidence</th>
<th>GRADE—strength of recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect</td>
<td>The trade-offs: Taking into account the estimate size of the effect for main outcomes, the confidence limits around those estimates and the relative value placed on each outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate quality: Further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate</td>
<td>The quality of the evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low quality: Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate</td>
<td>Translation of the evidence into practice in a particular setting: Taking into consideration important factors that could be expected to modify the size of expected effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low quality: Any estimate of effect is very uncertain</td>
<td>Uncertainty about the baseline risk for the population of interest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.8. Consultation process
Feedback on draft guidelines was received from the Scientific Development Committee (SDC) of HIS, and changes made. These guidelines were then opened to consultation with relevant stakeholders (see online supplementary material 1, appendix 3 of this document). The draft report was available on the HIS website for 1 month. Views were invited on format, content, local applicability, patient acceptability and recommendations. The working group reviewed stakeholder comments, and collectively agreed revisions. Final changes were made after repeat reviews from HIS (chair of the SDC and HIS Council) and BSG (BSG CSSC and BSG Council), and after further external peer review.

4.9. Guideline accreditation and scheduled review
The guidelines will be reviewed at least every 4 years and updated if change(s) in the evidence are sufficient to require a change in practice.

4.10. Additional information
Additional information related to this guideline (including a lay summary, background on the working party report and information on the implementation of these guidelines) is contained within the online supplementary material 1, section 1.

5. RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1. Which patients with CDI should be considered for FMT, and how should they be followed-up after treatment?
5.1.1. Prior to FMT. Patient selection
5.1.1.1. Recurrent CDI

As already described, there is widespread consensus that FMT is an efficacious treatment for recurrent CDI. In defining recurrent
CDI, some studies have relied on a minimum threshold of return of clinical symptoms (eg, at least three unformed bowel movements within 24 hours, for at least 2 consecutive days)\textsuperscript{12, 18} following previous successful CDI treatment; most studies have also included a requirement for a positive microbiological test.\textsuperscript{12, 14, 18, 15–45} Other studies explicitly state that a positive test was not required.\textsuperscript{12, 15} Recommendations for CDI testing are beyond the scope of this guideline, and there are already well established evidence-based guidelines.\textsuperscript{47} These recommend testing with either a nucleic acid amplification test or glutamate dehydrogenase assay, followed by detection of free toxin (either by toxin A/B enzyme immunoassay or cytotoxin neutralisation assay), which allows differentiation of patients with active disease as well as those who are likely colonised.\textsuperscript{47} However, the working group discussed the importance of the accurate diagnosis of true recurrent CDI prior to consideration of FMT; in particular, they noted a study which observed that of 117 patients with presumed recurrent CDI referred for work-up for FMT, 25% (n=29/117) were determined to have a non-CDI diagnosis, with IBS (n=18) and IBD (n=3) being the most common alternative diagnoses, and younger patients more likely to be misdiagnosed.\textsuperscript{48} All of the reviewed studies have included patients with recurrent CDI but some studies offered FMT to patients at the first recurrence (second episode).\textsuperscript{12, 15, 16, 18, 35–37, 42, 43, 46–49} Whereas others offered FMT after the second recurrence (third episode).\textsuperscript{13, 14, 39, 44, 45, 50, 51} Some protocols offered FMT after three or more recurrences,\textsuperscript{52} while others did not define the point at which it was administered.\textsuperscript{40, 53} The severity of infection has been used as a parameter to decide at which stage FMT is offered. Youngster et al offered FMT to patients with at least three episodes of mild to moderate CDI, or at least two episodes of severe CDI resulting in hospitalisation and associated with significant morbidity.\textsuperscript{57} Another study selected patients for FMT using four categories of severity, which also accounted for prior anti-CDI therapy and requirement for hospitalisation.\textsuperscript{54} None of the studies directly compared the efficacy of FMT according to the stage at which it was offered (ie, first recurrence vs ≥2 recurrences). A small number of studies included patients with severe CDI (defined as hypoalbuminaemia with increased peripheral white cell count and/or abdominal tenderness) or complicated CDI (defined as admission to intensive care, altered mental status, hypotension, fever, ileus, white blood cell count > 30 x 10^9/L, lactate > 2.2 mmol/L or evidence of end organ damage). A single study described an apparent lower rate of treatment success when FMT was used to treat patients with recurrent CDI with disease caused by ribotype 027,\textsuperscript{43} but this is the case for all anti-CDI treatment modalities for this ribotype in comparison with others. The working group agreed that there was insufficient evidence to suggest that *C. difficile* ribotype should influence whether or not FMT is offered.

A lower primary cure rate was reported for complicated CDI (66%) compared with recurrent CDI (82%) and severe CDI (91%) in one study\textsuperscript{55, 57}; in a case series of 17 patients who all had severe and/or complicated CDI, a primary cure rate of 88% was described.\textsuperscript{57} A cohort of 328 patients was analysed to determine which factors were associated with failure of FMT.\textsuperscript{58} Higher early (1 month) failure rates were found in patients with severe (72%, n=19/25) or severe complicated (52.9%, n=9/17) CDI than for recurrent CDI (11.9%, n=34/286). This study also identified that patients who were treated with FMT as an inpatient were nearly four times more likely to fail as those who had FMT as an outpatient; however, the working group noted that the authors of this study themselves identified that inpatient status is likely a proxy of severity of CDI and/or comorbidities. A further similar study, including 64 patients treated with FMT as treatment for recurrent CDI, also identified severe CDI as the strongest independent risk factor for FMT failure on multivariate analysis.\textsuperscript{59}

The working group discussed their experience of treating patients with CDI whose disease fitted an intermediate pattern to the typical descriptions given of recurrent or refractory CDI, for example, patients with CDI who have some (but incomplete) symptomatic improvement with anti-CDI antibiotics and worsening of disease when these are stopped. The experience of the working group was that such patients experienced excellent responses to FMT, and that these patients should be considered for FMT.

As FMT is currently an unlicensed medicine with poorly-studied long term sequelae, the working group considered that it should generally be reserved for patients who have had three or more episodes of infection. There are no studies directly comparing its effectiveness with some of the newer agents, such as fidaxomicin or bezlotoxumab, hence this recommendation is made on the basis of safety. However, the working group agreed that it may be reasonable in certain patient groups with ongoing risk factors for further recurrence to offer FMT after the second episode.

**Recommendation**

We recommend that FMT should be offered to patients with recurrent CDI who have had at least two recurrences, or those who have had one recurrence and have risk factors for further episodes, including severe and severe complicated CDI (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

### 5.1.1.2. Refractory CDI

Two randomised trials allowed the recruitment of patients with refractory CDI. The first defined this as at least 3 weeks of ongoing severe symptoms despite standard antimicrobial therapy for CDI.\textsuperscript{17} The second required persistent or worsening diarrhoea and one of the following: ongoing abdominal pain, fever > 38°C or white blood cell count > 15 x 10^9/L despite oral vancomycin at a dose of 500 mg four times daily for at least 5 days.\textsuperscript{16} Both studies included only small numbers of patients with refractory CDI (n=4/20 (20%) and n=15/219 (6.8%), respectively). There did not appear to be any significant difference in primary outcome measure (clinical cure) in patients with recurrent or refractory CDI, although neither study was designed to assess this difference. There are also a number of case series in which FMT was given to patients with refractory CDI; however, outcome measures were not reported for these groups individually in these studies.\textsuperscript{37, 38, 34, 40}

Overall, the working group concluded that there is little consensus on the definition of refractory CDI, with some studies using the terms ‘refractory’ and ‘recurrent’ interchangeably (as well as other terms, eg, ‘salvage therapy’). Consequently, the quality of evidence for the utility of FMT in refractory cases of CDI is lower than for recurrent CDI. Standardisation of definitions will allow more robust comparison between patient cohorts.

**Recommendation**

We recommend that FMT should be considered in cases of refractory CDI (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).
5.1.1.3. FMT as initial therapy for CDI

Experience of the use of FMT as initial therapy for CDI is very limited. In a case series of patients with CDI with ribotype 027, use of anti-CDI antibiotics together with nasogastric FMT within a week of diagnosis during an initial episode of CDI was associated with reduced mortality compared with using FMT only after the failure of three courses of antibiotics (mortality of 18.75% (n=3/16 patients) vs 64.4% (n=29/45 patients)).

However, 37.5% (n=6/16) of the patients treated with FMT within a week of CDI diagnosis required further antibiotics and a second FMT within 1 month of the first FMT because of relapse. In a small pilot randomised trial, patients were randomised to either vancomycin or multi-donor FMT (administered either via upper or lower GI routes) as initial therapy for CDI; CDI resolution occurred in 88.9% (n=8/9) of patients with vancomycin, compared with 57.1% of patients (n=4/7) with one FMT, and 71.4% of patients (n=5/7) after two FMTs.

Given the small size of these studies and equivocal results, the working group concluded that the reviewed studies did not support FMT as initial therapy for CDI.

Recommendation

We recommend that FMT should not be administered as initial treatment for CDI (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.1.1.4. Antimicrobial/antitoxin therapy prior to considering FMT for patients with CDI

There are now at least two licensed agents (fidaxomicin and bezlotoxumab) which have been shown to significantly reduce the risk of recurrence compared with vancomycin. There is also some evidence that pulsed/tapered dosing of vancomycin and fidaxomicin (including pulsed fidaxomicin) results in fewer recurrences than with standard dosing of these agents (although this finding has not been replicated in all studies).

Pre-planned subgroup analysis of patients with severe CDI in a randomised trial demonstrated a significantly lower recurrence rate when treated with fidaxomicin compared to vancomycin (13.0%, n=12/92) than when treated with vancomycin (26.6%, n=29/209); this finding was replicated in another RCT, with 8.3% (n=4/48) and 32.6% (n=14/43) experiencing a recurrence, respectively. In a further randomised trial, bezlotoxumab (together with standard care antibiotics) was shown to reduce recurrence of severe CDI compared with standard care antibiotics alone (10.9% (n=6/55) vs 20% (n=13/65), respectively).

As discussed above, the working group noted that there are no studies comparing FMT with fidaxomicin or bezlotoxumab, and only one study comparing a vancomycin taper to FMT. The working group agreed that in the absence of this evidence, on the balance of safety and potential risks, consideration should be given to using antimicrobial/antitoxin therapy associated with reduced CDI recurrence prior to considering the use of FMT.

Several studies specify that patients should be treated with anti-C. difficile antibiotics for a minimum period of 10 days before diagnosing recurrent CDI and offering FMT. We recommend that FMT for recurrent CDI should only be considered after recurrence of symptoms following resolution of an episode of CDI that was treated with appropriate antimicrobials for at least 10 days (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

We recommend consideration of treatment with extended/pulsed vancomycin and/or fidaxomicin before considering FMT as treatment for recurrent CDI (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.1.2. Post-FMT follow-up, outcomes and adverse events

5.1.2.1. Management of FMT failure

Where patients were deemed not to have responded to an initial FMT, many studies have reported repeat FMT and success rates have been excellent, even in patients with a modest response to a first FMT. The success of a second FMT appears to be high whether treatment failure represents non-responsiveness to the first FMT, or a late failure (ie, further relapse of CDI after an initial response); however, these terms have been defined variably between different studies (also see Section 5.1.2.5.). Second FMTs have been offered as soon as 24–72 hours after an initial FMT for presumed non-response. For FMT failure in patients with pseudomembranous colitis, repeat FMT every 3 days until resolution of pseudomembranes has been a successful approach. Good outcomes in pseudomembranous disease have also been achieved through a protocol that routinely restarted 5 days of vancomycin if FMT failed, before offering another FMT. Other studies have demonstrated potential success in treating initial FMT failure with further antibiotics, including repeat FMT with vancomycin between procedures, or anti-CDI antibiotics alone. Patients unresponsive to two FMTs have been offered further FMT or antibiotic therapy, or even administration of intravenous immunoglobulin. While the working group collectively agreed that there was strong evidence to recommend repeat FMT after initial FMT failure, they were not able to recommend a specific protocol for administering repeat FMT and/or maximum number of FMTs, given the wide heterogeneity of approach described within the reviewed literature.

Recommendation

We recommend that FMT should be offered after initial FMT failure (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.1.2.2. General approach to follow-up post-FMT

Follow-up post-FMT (in terms of duration, modality and regimen for follow-up) varies considerably between studies, and is largely dependent on study design. Follow-up regimens vary not only between studies but within them too, reflecting the retrospective nature of many early FMT studies in CDI, where follow-up mostly reflected pragmatic routine clinical care.

Modalities of follow-up have included outpatient review, telephone interview, and case note/database review. Follow-up duration has varied from 60 days to 8 years, with very different durations used in each study. Once again, however, this variability in follow-up largely reflects the retrospective analysis of case series rather than being justified by any specific methodology. The working group decided by consensus that at least 8 weeks of follow-up was appropriate post-FMT to fully assess efficacy and potential adverse events; this figure was also influenced by discussions regarding the time point after FMT at which follow-up was considered.
which a decision could be made regarding cure/remission of CDI (see Section 5.1.2.4).

**Recommendation**

We recommend that all FMT recipients should routinely receive follow-up. Clinicians should follow-up FMT recipients for long enough to fully establish efficacy/adverse events, and for at least 8 weeks in total (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

### 5.1.2.3. Management of the FMT recipient

Procedural adverse events during administration of FMT have predominantly occurred with colonoscopy administration of FMT. These have included mild nausea and vomiting attributed to sedation for the colonoscopy, minor mucosal tears during colonoscopy, and microperforation following biopsy of an area of presumed ischaemic small bowel injury in a patient with chronically dilated small bowel (which resolved with conservative management). One death occurred due to witnessed asystole at the time of colonoscopy. Faecal regurgitation and vomiting with temporal association to upper GI FMT administration has also been described (discussed further in Section 5.5.2.2.).

The predominant short term adverse events post-FMT for CDI are mild: self-limiting GI symptoms have been the most frequently reported adverse events. These may be related to the route of administration and include belching, nausea, abdominal cramps/discomfort/bloating/pain and diarrhoea. One patient with a history of autonomic dysfunction experienced dizziness with diarrhoea after FMT. These symptoms are typically short lived, resolving in hours to days. Minor subsequent adverse events have included a range of GI side effects, including self-limiting abdominal discomfort, nausea, flatulence, self-limiting irregular bowel movements, Clostridium difficile toxin negative diarrhoea, constipation and constitutional symptoms/temperature disturbance.

As such, immediately post-endoscopic administration of FMT, most FMT centres typically manage patients using standard protocols for an endoscopic procedure, without any specific adaptations (apart from to reiterate advice about the possibility of self-limiting GI side effects, and the use of departmental infection control protocols). There is often a relatively short period of post-procedural observation. Most studies allow patients to leave the administration site after the period of observation, although overnight observation was the protocol used for a cohort of very elderly patients with multiple comorbidities. Where enteral tube administration is used, post-procedure management has ranged between removal of the tube after 30 min (following nasoenteral administration of 500 mL of FMT) to prompt post-procedure removal and oral water administration (after nasogastric administration of 90 mL of FMT) without any direct adverse outcomes in either case. The working group felt that removal of the tube at 30 min, with administration of water at this point, was a pragmatic approach.

The definition of post-FMT serious adverse events has varied between studies, but has included significant morbidity necessitating hospital admission and death in the follow-up period. Many of these events are described as not directly caused by the FMT, including the scenario of post-FMT severe CDI recurrences and probable or certain CDI-related deaths occurring in the context of FMT failure, or deaths related to patient comorbidities. One patient was admitted to hospital with self-limiting abdominal pain post-FMT, and four patients with flares of IBD. Three patients underwent colectomy during the post-FMT follow-up period, with all related to ulcerative colitis and not believed to be due to CDI. Other reported serious adverse events include recurrent urinary tract infection, fever during haemodialysis and upper GI haemorrhage after nasogastric FMT (in a patient taking non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs), none of which was thought to be strongly linked to FMT. There have also been a number of new onset autoimmune, inflammatory and metabolic conditions described post-FMT, although these have been described from single centres only, with these findings not replicated elsewhere. Such conditions include microscopic colitis, Sjögren’s syndrome, follicular lymphoma, peripheral neuropathy, immune thrombocytopenia and rheumatoid arthritis.

Significant adverse events are therefore rare but well described. Furthermore, the procedure is relatively novel, and longer term follow-up data regarding safety are required. Therefore, the working group opined that formal follow-up post-FMT to assess outcome and possible adverse events is essential.

The use of questionnaires to compare symptoms pre- and post-FMT is common. Specifically, data collected have included clinical response to symptom severity, stool frequency, stool consistency, abdominal pain or tenderness, rating of GI symptoms, general well-being, days to improvement post-FMT, weight change, functional status and changes in medication/use of antibiotics. Additionally, certain patients have been given specific advice post-FMT to contact their clinical team if there is recurrence of diarrhoea or symptoms.

**Recommendations**

i. **We recommend that immediate management after endoscopic administration of FMT should be as per the endoscopy unit protocol (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).**

ii. **We recommend that patients should be warned about short term adverse events, in particular the possibility of self-limiting GI symptoms. They should be advised that serious adverse events are rare (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).**

iii. **After enteral tube administration, we recommend that patients may have the tube removed and oral water given from 30 min post-administration (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).**

### 5.1.2.4. Definition of cure post-FMT for CDI

It is recognised that symptoms of CDI resolve relatively promptly after successful FMT, although this has been variably described (within hours in some studies, at an average of 4–5 days in others). Treatment success post-FMT for CDI has no uniformly agreed definition, with the time point at which cure/remission is defined on clinical grounds varying between 3 and 5 days up to 6 months. A consensus document from the USA recommends ‘resolution of symptoms as a primary end point; absence within 8 weeks of FMT as a secondary end point’. The working group recommended that this definition should be made on a case by case basis; however, they agreed that an assessment for cure/remission of CDI within 8 weeks...
post-FMT was reasonable in most cases, and therefore that this was also a reasonable minimum length of time to undertake follow-up post-FMT (see Section 5.1.2.2).

**Recommendation**

We recommend that a decision regarding cure/remission from CDI should be recorded during follow-up. However, this has no uniformly agreed definition, and should be decided on a case by case basis (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

### 5.1.2.5. Definition of treatment failure post-FMT for CDI

There is no uniformly agreed definition of treatment failure/recurrence post-FMT for CDI, with varied definitions used in studies. The use of *C. difficile* toxin as a marker of treatment success or failure is variable, with some studies opting not to test for *C. difficile* toxin unless symptoms consistent with CDI recurred.40 42 44 46 47 48 49 Some studies have routinely performed *C. difficile* toxin testing without specifying any action taken after a positive result,4 5 10 14 13 18 36 39 41 while others have tested for *C. difficile* PCR but relied on clinical criteria (even if PCR was positive) post-FMT for evaluating FMT efficacy.14 15 17 18 50 Some studies have reported *C. difficile* PCR, again emphasising that symptoms rather than laboratory assays are more useful contributors to establishing FMT success.79

**Recommendation**

We recommend that treatment failure/recurrence should be defined on a case by case basis. Routine testing for *C. difficile* toxin after FMT is not recommended, but it is appropriate to consider in the case of persistent CDI symptoms/suspected relapse (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

### 5.2. What recipient factors influence the outcome of FMT when treating people with CDI?

#### 5.2.1. General approach to comorbidities and FMT

Most published studies had a core set of general recipient exclusions which included: significant anaphylactic food allergy,14 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 pregnancy,12 13 14 15 16 breastfeeding,8 14 admission to intensive care or requirement for vasopressors,12 15 18 chronic diarrhea or other infectious cause of diarrhea,12 14 18 19 IBD and IBS,14 36 immunodeficiency due to recent chemotherapy and/or neutropenia,12 14 18 19 HIV/AIDS,14 17 18 prolonged use of corticosteroids,15 17 18 graft versus host disease12 and decompensated cirrhosis.14 15 17 18

The working group discussed the reported practice of several centres of treating patients with recurrent CDI and food allergies through the use of FMT prepared from a patient-directed donor instructed to avoid trigger foods before stool donation. They agreed that this seemed reasonable for patients with true adverse immunological reactions to defined food groups (eg, gluten free diet donor for a recipient with coeliac disease). However, the working group noted that food allergies are often poorly defined clinically, and also expressed concerns that there was no means to verify how closely a donor had followed an exclusion diet; as such, they felt unable to make any specific recommendation about FMT in patients with food allergies in general. In contrast, while the working group were unaware of any reports in the literature of anaphylaxis attributable to FMT, they felt that the theoretical risk of a serious adverse outcome in patients with anaphylactic food allergy merited a specific recommendation that such individuals should not be offered FMT. Similarly, the working group expressed concern about the theoretical risk of adverse outcomes when administering FMT to patients with advanced decompensated chronic liver disease (including translocation of microbial material from the intestinal tract into the portal and systemic circulations, and theoretical risk of sepsis), and felt that FMT should be used with caution in this patient group.

**Recommendations**

i. We recommend that FMT should be avoided in those with anaphylactic food allergy (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We suggest that FMT should be offered with caution to patients with CDI and decompensated chronic liver disease (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: weak).

#### 5.2.2. Immunosuppression and FMT

One randomised study16 included patients with immunodeficiency (treatment with immunosuppressive therapy (azathioprine, ciclosporin, infliximab, methotrexate alone, or in combination with corticosteroids) (n=18), renal transplant (n=5), chronic haemodialysis (n=5), solid organ tumours (n=3) and haematological malignancy (n=4)) at the time of FMT. Clinical resolution rates after up to two FMTs were high: 27/29 (93%) for immunocompromised individuals and 5/6 (83%) for patients with IBD.

There are also limited data from case series and single case reports describing the use of FMT in immunocompromised patients. Agrawal and colleagues15 included 46/146 (32%) patients with a history of cancer, and an additional 15/146 (10%) patients with non-cancer related immunologic dysfunction, although primary outcome measures were not specifically reported for these groups. Overall cure at 12 weeks in a case series of 80 patients with immunocompromise was reported in 71 (89%) patients.60 Adverse events occurred in 12 (15%) immunocompromised patients; this included 2 deaths (1 due to respiratory failure and 1 due to pneumonia resulting from aspiration at the time of FMT administration)60; however, such adverse events have also been reported in non-immunosuppressed patient populations.60 Hefazi et al described high efficacy rates in a case series of FMT for recurrent CDI and a range of haematological or solid organ malignancies (remission after one FMT in 11/12 haematological patients, and 8/10 in solid organ malignancy patients). No significant FMT-related complications were reported.81 A further case series65 reported FMT treatment for 75 patients with recurrent CDI and found no significant difference in primary cure rates for patients with diabetes mellitus, malignancy or steroid use in the preceding 3 months.

The working group discussed the potential impact of donor EBV and CMV status for the immunocompromised FMT recipient at risk of severe infection if exposed to these viruses. Their opinion was that such recipients should only receive FMT from donors with negative EBV and CMV status.

**Recommendations**

i. We recommend that FMT should be offered with caution to immunosuppressed patients, in whom FMT appears efficacious without significant additional adverse effects (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We recommend that immunocompromised FMT recipients at risk of severe infection if exposed to EBV or CMV should only receive FMT from donors negative for EBV and CMV (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: strong).
5.2.3. Other comorbidities and FMT

Only a limited number of cited studies included specific detail about the presence of comorbidities in patients receiving FMT. However, several studies reported median Charlson comorbidity scores. One randomised study reported the presence of IBD in 10/17 (59%) FMT recipients, and there did not appear to be any significant difference in primary outcome measures in this group. Another randomised trial included 14/72 (33%) patients with IBD and reported clinical cure of CDI in 12/14 (86%) of these patients. This study also included 64/72 (89%) patients with cardiac, respiratory, renal, CNS or multorgan system comorbidities; however, outcomes were not stratified according to comorbidity.

We recommend that related or unrelated donors should both be considered acceptable. However, where possible, FMT is best sourced from a centralised stool bank, from a healthy unrelated donor (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.3. What donor factors influence the outcome of FMT when treating people with CDI?

5.3.1. General approach to donor selection

Excellent efficacy has been shown in treating recurrent CDI using FMT derived from both related and unrelated donors. To date, there have been no randomised studies comparing differences in efficacy. Case series have tended to rely more on donation of stool from healthy family members. In randomised studies using FMT, all donors were healthy unrelated individuals. Three case series used donor stool from healthcare professionals; no randomised studies have used stool from this cohort. However, the working group noted that there were clear advantages to using FMT from a screened anonymous donor, in particular with regards to monitoring and traceability, as discussed further later.

Other exclusions have been more directly related to the mode of administration. For upper GI delivery, exclusion criteria have included delayed gastric emptying, chronic aspiration, ‘swallow dysfunction’ and dysphagia.

Exclusions for lower GI administration have included colostomy/ileostomy, significant bleeding disorders, untreated colorectal cancer, and ileus/small bowel obstruction.

In summary, the working group noted that comorbidities among patients with recurrent CDI are common. Most studies did not analyse primary outcome measures according to comorbidity; however, a small number of studies have analysed primary outcome measures (clinical cure) for patients with IBD receiving FMT for recurrent CDI and have found no significant difference compared with those without IBD, along with no overall significant worsening of IBD activity.

Recommendations

i. We recommend that FMT should be offered to those with recurrent CDI and IBD, but patients should be counselled about a small but recognised risk of exacerbation of IBD (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We recommend that FMT should be considered for appropriate patients with recurrent CDI regardless of other comorbidities (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.3.2. Age and BMI restrictions for potential donors

There are no well defined age restrictions on donors. Randomised studies have used donors of ≥18 years and ≤60 years, with satisfactory outcomes. Two of the reviewed case series defined age limitations for donors as ≥18 years and ≤50 years.

A recent study demonstrated that the Bacteroidetes/Firmicutes ratio and microbial diversity was similar for donors older and younger than 60 years, and their stool donations had similar clinical efficacy as FMT; however, there were losses of the phylum Actinobacteria and family Bifidobactericeae from donors older than 60 years. On balance, the working group agreed that an age range of 18–60 years was appropriate for donors.

A widely-reported case study noted apparent weight gain in a recipient of FMT for treatment of CDI when an overweight donor was used, but any association between a donor with a raised BMI and weight gain post-FMT has not been replicated elsewhere in the literature.

Recommendation

We suggest that people should only be considered as potential FMT donors if they are ≥18 and ≤60 years old, and have a BMI of ≥18 and ≤30 kg/m² (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

5.3.3. General approach to the donor screening assessment

There is a clear theoretical risk of the transmission of infection by FMT; furthermore, given the large number of conditions in which perturbation of the gut microbiota has been described, there is a concern regarding a risk of transmission of microbiota associated with vulnerability to disease. While FMT is efficacious for recurrent CDI, adverse events may be associated with its use (discussed further later), and long-term safety follow-up is lacking. The aim of a donor screening questionnaire and interview is to minimise post-FMT adverse events by excluding potential donors from whom FMT may be associated with risk to recipients. Randomised studies performed to date used various prescreening questionnaires, including self-screening questionnaires which focused on high risk behaviours for blood borne infections, and questionnaires that focused on previous potential transmissible medical conditions and adaptations from the American Association of Blood Banks Donor Questionnaire. One randomised study used the OpenBiome questionnaire as a screening questionnaire. Some studies have suggested excluding potential donors who have recently travelled to defined regions (typically tropical areas), varying between 3 and 6 months prior to donation; this is also the protocol employed in randomised studies. Another important point for assessment is recent use of medications by potential donors. In particular, given the profound effects of antimicrobials on the gut microbiota (along with the theoretical concern that recent antimicrobials might precipitate gut colonisation with antimicrobial-resistant bacteria that could be transferred during FMT), studies advocate a minimum of 3 months.
5.3.4. Laboratory screening of potential donors

Currently, there are no known confirmed cases of blood borne pathogens being transmitted by FMT, but strict preventative measures are important, as the potential risk of transmission is unknown. Many of the suggestions are extended from established blood screening guidelines.102 Case series almost universally screen for HIV, hepatitis B and hepatitis C as a minimum.15–17 39–43 46 49 52–55 59 61 72 74 84 86 87 103; other studies (including the randomised trials) have a more thorough blood screening process.14–18 Many studies have also included a ‘metabolic/general blood screen’ to select out donors with hitherto undiagnosed chronic illness. **Box 2** shows the suggested blood screening protocol of the BSG/HIS working group.

The working group specifically discussed the role of screening donors for their EBV and CMV status; the importance of the screening protocol of the BSG/HIS working group. The working group was of the opinion that a screening questionnaire should be performed both prior to considering a person as a donor and also at a further point in time (discussed further in Section 5.3.5).

**Recommendation**

It is mandatory to screen potential donors by questionnaire and personal interview, to establish risk factors for transmissible diseases and factors influencing the gut microbiota (**box 1**) (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.3.5. Repeat donor checks and donation pathway

Almost all reviewed studies have repeated at least some elements of the initial donor screening process, either at the time of donation of each stool sample used to prepare FMT or at the end of a period of donation to assess ongoing suitability for inclusion. However, protocols have differed widely between studies.

The opinion of the working group was that when a donor had met criteria for donation (both with an acceptable health questionnaire and satisfactory laboratory tests), they were suitable to begin donation of stool that may be prepared into FMT. Repeat donor screening was also deemed necessary. In centres where frozen FMT is being prepared, stool may be collected and processed immediately after the first donor screen is successfully completed, but should be stored in ‘quarantine’ pending further donor screening, rather than used immediately for clinical use. At the end of the locally defined period of donation, potential donors should undergo repeat testing, with a further health questionnaire and laboratory screening. If the donor’s health questionnaire remains acceptable and repeat laboratory screening is negative at this point, then the frozen FMT may be released from ‘quarantine’ and used. The working group thought that donor screening both before and after donation was the safest route possible, and that this represented the preferred scenario. A proposed summary pathway for donor screening in this scenario is provided in **figure 1**.

In centres using fresh FMT, the working group agreed that a repeat health questionnaire should be completed at the time of donation of each stool sample used to prepare FMT. Formal repetition of both the personal interview/health questionnaire and laboratory screening tests should occur at regular intervals to ensure ongoing suitability for inclusion as a donor. The working group’s opinion was that this repetition of the screening process should occur at least once every 4 months.

**Recommendations:**

1. In centres using frozen FMT, before FMT may be used clinically, we recommend that donors should have successfully completed a donor health questionnaire and laboratory screening.

or 6 months period without antimicrobial use prior to FMT donation.

The working group agreed that, given the growing evidence for the contribution of the gut microbiota to the aetiology of colorectal carcinoma, patients with a significant personal or family history of (or risk factors for) this condition should be excluded as donors (**box 1**). However, the working group noted an added complexity, in that their recommendation was that potential donors may be up to 60 years of age, but bowel scope screening for colorectal carcinoma currently begins within the UK at 55 years of age, and formal NHS bowel cancer screening starts at the age of 60 years.103 The working group agreed that potential donors living in countries with bowel cancer screening programmes that start before the age of 60 years should have therefore completed appropriate screening with negative/normal tests before they are considered further as donors.

The working group was of the opinion that a screening process is mandatory; any positive responses should usually result in exclusion from donation, although this will depend on the particular circumstances/answers given. A donor screening questionnaire should be performed both prior to considering a person as a donor and also at a further point in time (discussed further in Section 5.3.5).

**Recommendation**

Blood and stool screening of donors is mandatory (boxes 2 and 3) (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).
screening assays both before and after the period of stool donation. This is the preferred means of donor screening (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. In centres using fresh FMT, we recommend that a repeat health questionnaire should be assessed at the time of each stool donation. To ensure ongoing suitability for inclusion as a donor, the donor health questionnaire and laboratory...
Box 4 Criteria for stool collection

- Clear instructions should be given to donors regarding hand hygiene.
- Collect stool donations in a sealable clean container.
- A number of specifically designed devices are available commercially.
- Stool should ideally be passed directly into the clean container for collection; alternatively, it may be collected in clean tissue and transferred to the clean container.
- Stool should be transported to the FMT production site as soon as possible post defaecation (and within 6 hours); however, if a short period of storage is necessary, this should be at 4°C.

screening should be repeated regularly (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.4. What factors related to the preparation of the transplant influence the outcome of FMT when treating people with CDI?

5.4.1. General principles of FMT preparation

There is very little evidence or guidance on the collection of donor stool. Critical steps during this process centre on the reduction of environmental cross contamination risk, so the use of clean collection devices and clean collection procedures is advocated. To promote standardised practice, and a safe and effective product, clear instructions should be provided to the donor for stool collection (box 4).

Regardless of the methods used to prepare FMT, stool donations should be processed within 6 hours of defaecation. The period of 6 hours has been generally applied across many successful studies of FMT treatment in CDI, although no formal comparative study has been undertaken. This strategy aims to minimise sample degradation and alteration over time, which may occur due to the complex metabolic and environmental requirements of the faecal microbiota.

There are no comparative trials of anaerobically versus aerobically prepared FMT in the treatment of recurrent CDI. With the exception of small observational studies, the vast majority of FMT preparation has been undertaken aerobically for the treatment of CDI and has proved highly efficacious. There appears to be no clear need to process anaerobically, a method which introduces complexity and cost for the treatment of CDI.

The reviewed randomised studies reported variable amounts of stool used in the preparation of each FMT aliquot, and the lack of comparative data means that it is not possible to link stool mass to outcome from these studies. However, a previous systematic review of case series using FMT as treatment for recurrent CDI reported similar rates of treatment efficacy, but an approximate fourfold increase in recurrence rates if <50 g of stool was used compared with ≥50g. Similarly, the initial volume of diluent used to create the faecal emulsion is variable between studies, although the most common practice appears to be creation of a stool:diluent ratio of approximately 1:5. The overwhelming majority of the reviewed studies used stool from only a single donor per FMT (rather than stool pooled from a mixture of donors), and there are no comparative studies of outcomes of CDI from single donor versus pooled donor FMT; as such, the working group found no justification to recommend donor stool pooling for FMT for CDI.

The majority of studies have used preservative-free sterile 0.9% saline as the diluent for FMT production, although there have been a handful of reports of other diluents, including potable water. There have been no comparative studies of FMT diluent. In cases where frozen FMT is prepared, an appropriate cryoprotective substance should be added prior to freezing. Most studies use glycerol at a final concentration of −10%. It has been demonstrated that storing stool at −80°C for up to 6 months in saline without glycerol decreases viable aerobic and anaerobic bacterial counts; the reduction was statistically significant in all bacterial groups with the exception of E. coli and total anaerobes. When stored with glycerol, no significant reduction in viable counts was observed.

A variety of homogenisation and open filtration systems have been used, with no apparent major variation in efficacy. Open filtration systems such as gauze and strainers/sieves are unpleasant to use and pose a risk of external contamination. In order to best comply with GMP standards, a sterile, single-use closed homogenisation and filtration system is recommended. An example of such a system includes the use of sterile filter bags inside a laboratory paddle homogeniser.

Recommendations

i. We recommend that donor stool collection should follow a standard protocol (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We recommend that donor stool should be processed within 6 hours of defaecation (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

iii. We recommend that both aerobically and anaerobically prepared FMT treatments should be considered suitable when preparing FMT for the treatment of recurrent CDI (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

iv. We recommend that sterile 0.9% saline should be considered as an appropriate diluent for FMT production, and cryoprotectant such as glycerol should be added for frozen FMT (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

v. We recommend using ≥50g of stool in each FMT preparation (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

vi. We suggest that stool should be mixed 1:5 with diluent to make the initial faecal emulsion (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

vii. We suggest that homogenisation and filtration of FMT should be undertaken in a closed disposable system (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

5.4.2. Fresh versus frozen FMT

Two randomised studies have examined this area. One double blind, randomised study concluded that enema-administered frozen FMT (n=91) was non-inferior for clinical resolution of diarrhoea to fresh FMT (n=87) for the treatment of recurrent or refractory CDI (with frozen FMT in this study stored at −20°C for up to 30 days). A further randomised study demonstrated statistically comparable remission rates for current CDI with fresh or frozen FMT delivered colonoscopically (n=25/25 vs 20/24 respectively, P=0.233) (using frozen FMT stored at −80°C for up to 6 months). These data support the findings of earlier small observational studies. Frozen FMT is also preferable to fresh FMT on logistical and cost grounds. Banked frozen FMT also enables the window period for donor screening to be minimised, allowing centres to more closely meet regulatory requirements (also see Section 5.3.5).
Recommendation

We recommend that the use of banked frozen FMT material should be considered preferable to fresh preparations for CDI (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.4.3. Use of frozen FMT

Frozen FMT has been used up to 6 months after storage at −80°C, with high efficacy rates (>70%) observed in the cases treated. However, there have been no comparative trials investigating storage durations. As already described, a reduction in the viability of certain gut microbiota taxa was noted when faecal aliquots were frozen in 10% glycerol for 6 months and, as such, the working group agreed that 6 months was the acceptable limit for freezing of an FMT in glycerol. Storage at −80°C is recommended rather than −20°C to minimise sample degradation.

Warm water baths have been recommended to speed thawing; however, the working group thought that this should be strongly discouraged, as this may introduce risks of cross contamination. Degradation.

−80°C is recommended rather than −20°C to minimise sample acceptable limit for freezing of an FMT in glycerol. Storage at −80°C is considered preferable to fresh preparations for CDI (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

Recommendations

i. We recommend that FMT material stored frozen at −80°C should be regarded as having a maximum shelf life of 6 months from preparation (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We suggest consideration of thawing frozen FMT at ambient temperature, and using within 6 hours of thawing (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

iii. We suggest not thawing FMT in warm water baths, due to the risks of cross contamination with Pseudomonas species (and other contaminants) from the water bath and may reduce bacterial viability in the FMT. Repetitive freeze thawing of FMT samples should be avoided as bacterial numbers will be reduced during this process.

5.5. What factors related to administration of the transplant influence the outcome of FMT when treating people with CDI?

5.5.1. Use of specific medications in the period around FMT administration

5.5.1.1. General principles of FMT administration

Bowel purgatives have been proposed pre-FMT as a means of removing residual antibiotics that may affect engraftment of transplanted microorganisms, and as a means of removing any residual C. difficile toxin, spores and vegetative cells. Furthermore, bowel purgatives pre-colonoscopic FMT delivery facilitate safe endoscopy. Various bowel purgatives have been used in colonoscopic FMT studies, including polyethylene glycol (often 4 L), 13 15 35 41 43 46 54–56 100 115–117 Moviprep,13 14 16 17 35 38 39 41 and macrogol.13 15 38 39 41 In those studies that used an upper GI route for FMT, polyethylene glycol 14 17 35 41 43 46 54–56 100 115–117 Moviprep 13 14 16 17 35 38 39 41 and Klean-Prep 13 38 39 were used. FMT without bowel preparation has also been used as treatment for recurrent CDI without any apparent reduction in efficacy, including in randomised studies. 16

The rationale for the use of proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) prior to upper GI FMT is to minimise acidity which may impair engraftment of transplanted microorganisms; however, PPIs have been shown to alter the gut microbiota, 119–117 and have also been associated with primary and recurrent CDI. 120 121 Some studies advocate the use of PPIs prior to receiving FMT via the upper GI route, 39 43 45 85 122 123 but there appears to be comparable efficacy data in studies where it has not been used. Certain studies have also given recipients PPIs prior to receiving colonoscopic FMT. 17

The use of prokinetics (such as metoclopramide) has been described prior to FMT delivery via the upper GI tract route, but only in a very small number of studies. 85 Given the potential risk of regurgitation/aspiration associated with upper GI administration of FMT, the working group felt that its use should be considered where appropriate.

A single dose/short course of loperamide has been used following FMT (predominantly for lower GI administration) in an attempt to prolong the exposure of the FMT to the mucosa, and to aid retention of the FMT within the GI tract. 13 46 49 53 84 123 One study utilised diphenoxylate with atropine instead. However, no studies have compared FMT with and without antiemetics.

The working group also discussed infection control aspects as they apply to FMT administration. Specifically, they agreed that recipients should ideally be cared for in a single room with en suite bathroom facilities and, where appropriate, be placed at the end of an endoscopy list, to facilitate enhanced environmental decontamination and prevention of transmission of C. difficile spores. Protocols for decontamination of endoscopes should follow national guidance, 124 125 using a sporicidal agent. Best practice for prevention of transmission of healthcare associated infections, as described in national guidelines, 126 should also be applied throughout.

Recommendations

i. We recommend that bowel lavage should be administered prior to FMT via the lower GI route, and bowel lavage should be considered prior to FMT via the upper GI route; polyethylene glycol preparation is preferred (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. For upper GI FMT administration, we suggest that a PPI should be considered, for example, the evening before and morning of delivery (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

iii. We suggest that a single dose of loperamide (or other antimotility drugs) should be considered following lower GI FMT delivery (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

iv. We suggest that prokinetics (such as metoclopramide) should be considered prior to FMT via the upper GI route (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

v. We recommend that best practice for prevention of further transmission of CDI should be applied throughout when administering FMT to patients with CDI (nursing with enteric precautions, sporicidal treatment of endoscope, etc) (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.5.1.2. Additional antibiotics pre-FMT

Many studies have given further courses of conventional anti-microbial C. difficile treatment prior to FMT. Regimens have included vancomycin alone, 12 14 18 35 53 59 86 117 metronidazole or vancomycin, 40 41 43 122 or alternatively vancomycin, fidaxomicin or metronidazole, 56 with one study using a range of regimens which included rifaximin. 123 The length of treatment was also variable, ranging from 24 hours up to 4 days prior to receiving FMT; however, comparative studies have not been undertaken.

Recommendation

We recommend the administration of further antimicrobial treatment for CDI for at least 72 hours prior to FMT (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).
5.5.1.3. Washout period between antibiotic use and FMT

Nearly all studies specified a washout period after completing anti-CDI antibiotics and before administration of FMT. However, this time period appeared to be arbitrarily selected and varied from as little as 4 hours or 12 hours, up to 72 hours. The majority of studies specified either 24 hours or 48 hours, however some allowed a range from 1 to 3 days. One study appeared to allow co-administration of vancomycin with bowel preparation, without a washout period.

The working group discussed the challenging scenario of providing FMT to patients with recurrent CDI, but who also had a strong indication for long term non-anti-CDI antibiotics (e.g., splenectomy, oesomyelitis or infective endocarditis), or patients who develop an indication for antibiotics for a reason other than CDI shortly after receiving FMT. The concern in this instance is that the use of antibiotics may engraftment of microbial communities derived from the FMT, and therefore reduce its effectiveness. The working group discussed a recent retrospective study demonstrating that exposure to non-anti-CDI antimicrobials within 8 weeks of FMT is associated with an approximate threefold risk of FMT failure (n=8/29 failures with antibiotic exposure vs 36/320 failures without antibiotic exposure). Similarly, the experience of the large pan-Netherlands stool bank was that ~50% of their failures of FMT in the treatment of recurrent CDI occurred in patients who had received antibiotics within 1 month of their FMT. For patients requiring long term antibiotics, the working group’s expert opinion was that such patients should still be eligible for FMT, but that the regimen for the use of non-anti-CDI antibiotics should be decided on a case by case basis, based on factors including response to FMT and/or strength of indication of antibiotics. Both in this scenario, and the scenario in which antibiotics are required shortly after receiving FMT, the working party agreed that infectious diseases specialists/medical microbiologists should be involved in making decisions regarding the choice of agents used.

Recommendations

i. To minimise any deleterious effect of antimicrobials on the FMT material, we recommend that there should be a minimum washout period of 24 hours between the last dose of antibiotic and treatment with FMT (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. We suggest considering consultation with infectious disease specialists or medical microbiologists for advice whenever FMT recipients also have an indication for long term antibiotics, or have an indication for non-CDI antibiotics within 8 weeks of FMT (GRADE of evidence: very low; strength of recommendation: weak).

5.5.2. Route of FMT delivery

5.5.2.1. Introduction

FMT can be delivered via the lower GI route (retention enema, colonoscopy), upper GI route (endoscopically, or via nasogastric tube, nasoduodenal tube or nasojejunal tube), or via capsules (containing either frozen FMT or lyophilised faecal material). Systematic reviews with meta-analysis suggest that FMT for recurrent CDI via colonoscopy may have slightly higher efficacy compared with upper GI administration; with similar safety profiles, but also note the trend towards using larger amounts of stool or ‘higher concentration’ FMT in lower GI administration. One systematic review (reviewing principally case series, and including only one randomised study) compared remission rates for CDI using FMT delivered to different areas of the GI tract, and reported that for FMT infused into the stomach, duodenum/jejunum, caecum/ascending colon and rectum, the rates of cure rate were 81%, 86%, 93% and 84%, respectively. In the only randomised study that directly compared upper and lower GI administration, there was no significant difference in overall cure rate (P=0.53).

5.5.2.2. Upper GI tract administration of FMT

FMT has been shown to be safe and efficacious in the treatment of C. difficile when administered via nasogastric tube, nasoduodenal tube, nasojejunal tube, or via the infusion channel on a gastroscope. In a randomised trial, nasoduodenal donor FMT has been shown to be more efficacious than vancomycin in treating recurrent CDI. Furthermore, it has been shown that FMT can also be safely and effectively delivered via a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy tube. The working group noted that upper GI administration of FMT may be particularly suitable for certain patient groups, such as those in whom there are contraindications or who would find it difficult to tolerate lower GI endoscopy, and/or patients unlikely to be able to retain enemas. Typically, smaller volumes of faecal suspension are administered to the upper GI tract compared with lower GI administration, with quoted volumes ranging from 25 mL to 150 mL or 250 mL. Up to 500 mL of suspension has been given safely and effectively via the upper GI route. However, the working group expressed concerns regarding the risk of regurgitation and aspiration if large volumes of FMT are administered to the upper GI tract, and also discussed cases in which this has been described with adverse outcomes. This included a reported death from aspiration, after 100–150 mL of FMT was delivered by enteroscopy into the distal duodenum under general anaesthetic as attempted treatment for recurrent CDI. A further report described a case of fatal aspiration pneumonitis likely related to a 500 mL FMT via nasoduodenal tube; this patient had a swallowing disorder following oropharyngeal radiation after surgical removal of a maxillary carcinoma 2 years previously. Based on their expert opinion, the working group recommended that upper GI FMT should be used with caution in those at risk of regurgitation (eg, known large hiatus hernia, severe gastro-oesophageal reflux disease, etc) and/or with swallowing disorders (although administration via a gastrostomy tube would be acceptable). They also recommended that no more than 100 mL of FMT should be administered to the upper GI tract to minimise these risks.

Recommendations

i. We recommend that upper GI administration of FMT as treatment for recurrent or refractory CDI should be used where clinically appropriate (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. Where upper GI administration is considered most appropriate, we recommend that FMT administration should be via nasogastric, nasoduodenal or nasojejunal tube, or alternatively via upper GI endoscopy. Administration via a permanent feeding tube is also appropriate (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

iii. We recommend that no more than 100 mL of FMT is administered to the upper GI tract (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).

iv. We recommend that upper GI administration of FMT should be used with caution in those at risk of regurgitation and/or those with swallowing disorders (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: strong).
5.5.2.3. Lower GI tract administration of FMT

FMT via enema

Successful treatment of *C. difficile* with FMT enema has been demonstrated\(^\text{16 18 38 42 53 55 83 86}\); however, enema appears to have a lower efficacy than other routes of FMT administration. Specifically, in a randomised study primarily comparing the efficacy of fresh and frozen FMT in the treatment of recurrent CDI, only 52.8% of patients in the ‘frozen’ arm and 50.5% of patients in the ‘fresh’ arm of the study (n=57/108 and 56/111, respectively) experienced resolution of symptoms after a single enema, by modified intention to treat analysis.\(^\text{16}\) However, resolution rates in both arms only reached >80% after at least three enemas.\(^\text{16}\) A recent randomised study demonstrated similar rates of recurrence of CDI in patients with recurrent CDI treated with either a single FMT enema or a 6 week vancomycin taper (n=9/16 patients with recurrence vs 5/12, respectively).\(^\text{12}\) Notwithstanding this, enemas do have specific advantages, such as being a treatment option where full colonoscopy is contraindicated. It is also possible to give multiple infusions relatively easily and outside a hospital setting.

**FMT via colonoscopy**

Randomised study evidence has demonstrated that colonoscopic FMT has higher efficacy in treating recurrent CDI than vancomycin.\(^\text{18}\) Efficacy is similar whether FMT is fresh or frozen, but modestly reduced when using a lyophilised FMT product.\(^\text{13}\) Colonoscopic delivery of donor FMT into the ileum or caecum was associated with a 91% cure rate for recurrent CDI.\(^\text{14}\) Observational studies highlighted similar success, describing cure rates of 88% (n=14/16)\(^\text{74}\) and 91% (n=21/23) in response to infusion of donor FMT into the caecum or terminal ileum. A further advantage of using colonoscopy to administer FMT has been to allow assessment for the presence of pseudomembranes; in certain reviewed studies, the presence or absence of pseudomembranes has influenced the FMT regimen used.\(^\text{18 73}\) However, the working group noted that many patients with CDI are frail and elderly, and as such it will not always be safe or feasible to undertake colonoscopy in this particular group of patients. Flexible sigmoidoscopy appears to be an feasible option where full colonoscopy cannot be performed (eg, unable to tolerate colonoscopy, severity of colitis).\(^\text{56 60}\)

The amount of faecal suspension via enema has varied between 150 and 500 mL.\(^\text{16 38 42 53 55 86}\) The amount of faecal suspension delivered via colonoscopy has been similarly variable, with some studies suggesting as little as 100 mL can be used with success rates of 94%\(^\text{43}\); 250–400 mL had a success rate of 100%\(^\text{36}\) whereas infusions of up to 500–700 mL were associated with cure rates of 92%.\(^\text{36}\) However, the working group noted that it is difficult to compare ‘concentration’ of FMT in different studies as different protocols used varied starting amounts of faecal material. Currently, there are no randomised studies that compare concentration/volume of colonoscopic or enema FMT. As such, no recommendation was made to this regard.

**Recommendations**

i. We recommend that colonoscopic administration of FMT as treatment for recurrent or refractory CDI should be used where appropriate (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

ii. Where colonoscopic administration is used, we suggest considering preferential delivery to the caecum or terminal ileum, as this appears to give the highest efficacy rate (GRADE of evidence: low; strength of recommendation: weak).

iii. We recommend that FMT via enema should be used as a lower GI option when delivery using colonoscopy or flexible sigmoidoscopy is not possible (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.5.2.4. Capsulised FMT

Capsulised FMT aims to remove some of the concerns regarding conventional FMT, such as the invasive means of administration and palatability. The largest case series describing the use of capsules as treatment for recurrent CDI\(^\text{72 89}\) noted clinical resolution at 8 weeks off antibiotics for CDI in 82% of cases (n=147/180) after one course of capsules, and 91% (n=164/180) after two courses. The capsules contained frozen FMT prepared in a diluent of saline with 10% glycerol; 15 capsules were administered each day for two consecutive days (equating to a mean 48 g of original crude stool). Other smaller case series have demonstrated comparable results,\(^\text{87 123 134}\) including when lyophilised stool is used instead of frozen whole FMT.\(^\text{134}\)

The working group reviewed two randomised studies which have examined the efficacy of capsulised FMT in treating recurrent CDI. In one study, published in abstract form,\(^\text{88}\) a ‘high dose’ regimen of frozen FMT capsules (30 capsules each day for 2 days) was compared with ‘low dose’ (30 capsules in 1 day). CDI resolution was comparably high in both arms with one treatment course (77% (n=7/9) in the ‘high dose’ arm vs 70% (n=7/10) in the ‘low dose arm’). Four of five initial non-responders entered remission after a second capsule course with the ‘high dose’ regimen.\(^\text{89}\) In a recent large randomised trial, patients with recurrent CDI were randomised to receive thawed frozen FMT either via colonoscopy or via capsules (one treatment of 40 capsules).\(^\text{90}\) On per protocol analysis, remission at 12 weeks after a single treatment occurred in 96% in both arms (n=51/53 by capsule, n=50/52 by colonoscopy).

The working group discussed certain unresolved issues regarding capsules. Specifically, capsules are often large, and swallowing 30 capsules in a single day may be a significant undertaking for patients with CDI, such as the frail elderly with an existing high pill burden. They also noted that follow-up data post-capsule administration is relatively short compared with other modalities of FMT.

**Recommendation**

Capsulised FMT holds promise as a treatment option for recurrent CDI and we recommend that this should be offered to patients as a potential treatment modality where available. Capsule preparations should follow a standard protocol. Further evidence regarding optimal dosing and formulation is required (GRADE of evidence: high; strength of recommendation: strong).

5.6. What is the clinical effectiveness of FMT in treating conditions other than CDI?

5.6.1. Introduction

In current clinical practice, FMT is used predominantly in the treatment of recurrent CDI. Its success has led to exploration of its efficacy in other GI diseases, primarily ulcerative colitis, where perturbation of the gut microbiota has been observed and implicated in disease pathogenesis.\(^\text{135}\) Due to variability of the quality, methodology and cohorts of patients recruited in trials of FMT for non-CDI indications, and in order to control for significant confounding factors, the working group only included randomised trials involving patients with well defined conditions and in which there was a primary clinical outcome. To date, there have been a total of 71 such studies investigating the role
of FMT in IBD; of these, only four are prospective randomised controlled trials, limited to patients with ulcerative colitis.\textsuperscript{136-139} Five other reviewed randomised studies investigated the use of FMT in IBS,\textsuperscript{140} slow transit constipation,\textsuperscript{141} hepatic encephalopathy\textsuperscript{142} and metabolic syndrome.\textsuperscript{143,144}

5.6.2. Use of FMT for ulcerative colitis

5.6.2.1. Efficacy

All four RCTs, with a total of 277 subjects, included patients with mild to moderate ulcerative colitis (Mayo score 3–11 and endoscopic subscore of at least 1). Participants were aged between 27 and 56 years and largely included patients on stable immunosuppressive therapy (only one study excluded patients using biologic treatments and methotrexate within the preceding 2 months).\textsuperscript{136} Three studies included patients on oral corticosteroids at the time of FMT, however only two required a mandatory wean of these to meet eligibility. Studies generally included patients with all disease distributions found in ulcerative colitis. Time to evaluation of response to FMT in these studies varied between 7 and 12 weeks. Two studies used autologous FMT as placebo.\textsuperscript{136,139} Three of the four studies demonstrated that patients receiving donor FMT were significantly more likely to achieve clinical and endoscopic remission compared with placebo.\textsuperscript{137-139} The pooled rate of combined clinical and endoscopic remission was 27.9\% for donor FMT and 9.5\% for placebo. A pooled risk ratio for failure of FMT to achieve these combined outcomes was 0.8 (95\% CI 0.7 to 0.9). Deep remission (histological) was only reported in one RCT: 18.4\% of patients receiving FMT achieved this outcome compared with 2.7\% of those receiving placebo.\textsuperscript{137}

5.6.2.2. Characteristics of FMT preparation and delivery

The four RCTs varied in their FMT preparation and delivery methodology. Two RCTs delivered frozen FMT, one fresh FMT and one used a combination. Three RCTs with a positive outcome delivered the FMT via the lower GI route; these studies used a high intensity protocol ranging from a total of three infusions in 1 week to 40 FMTs over an 8 week period.\textsuperscript{137-139} The other RCT (that failed to show efficacy of FMT for ulcerative colitis) had adopted a low intensity protocol of two nasoduodenal infusions given 3 weeks apart.\textsuperscript{136} Interestingly, the only RCT that prepared stool in anaerobic conditions demonstrated the highest rate of steroid free clinical remission and steroid free clinical response with donor FMT.\textsuperscript{137} A further interesting observation in one study was a trend towards higher rates of remission with one particular donor.\textsuperscript{137}

5.6.2.3. Adverse events

Short lived GI symptoms, such as abdominal bloating, cramps, diarrhoea and fever, were reported in patients receiving FMT for ulcerative colitis. There were no significant differences in serious adverse events between patients receiving FMT compared with placebo (10 vs 7, respectively). Most of the serious adverse events were a consequence of worsening colitis: one patient who received FMT required a colectomy.\textsuperscript{136} In addition, one patient developed concurrent CDI.\textsuperscript{137} No deaths were reported in any of the studies.

5.6.3. Use of FMT in functional bowel disorders

Two RCTs have investigated the role of FMT in functional bowel disorders. In a double blind, placebo controlled RCT that recruited 90 patients with IBS with diarrhoea or with diarrhoea and constipation,\textsuperscript{140} the primary endpoint only just reached statistical significance in inducing symptom relief (as assessed by a 75 point reduction in IBS severity scoring system at 3 months following a single infusion FMT by colonoscopy) (P=0.049). The second RCT randomised 60 patients with slow transit constipation to either 6 consecutive days of nasogastric delivered FMT or conventional treatment.\textsuperscript{141} This demonstrated that a significant proportion of patients achieved the primary endpoint of a mean of at least three complete spontaneous bowel movements per week (53.3\% vs 20.0\%, P=0.009) along with improvement in stool consistency score and colonic transit time. However, the intervention group had more treatment-related adverse events than the control group (total of 50 vs 4 cases).

5.6.4. Use of FMT in hepatic encephalopathy

One small study has investigated the role of FMT in the management of hepatic encephalopathy.\textsuperscript{142} This RCT randomised 20 male patients with cirrhosis with refractory hepatic encephalopathy to receive either 5 days of broad spectrum antibiotic pretreatment followed by a single FMT enema or standard of care. Patients in the FMT arm had a significantly lower incidence of serious adverse events and improved cognition. The Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD) score, however, transiently worsened post-antibiotics in the FMT arm. The study was potentially confounded as patients in the FMT arm continued to receive lactulose and/or rifaximin for treatment of their hepatic encephalopathy.

5.6.5. Use of FMT for metabolic syndrome

Two randomised studies,\textsuperscript{143,144} with a combined total of 56 patients, demonstrated an improvement in peripheral (but not hepatic) insulin sensitivity in Caucasian male obese patients with metabolic syndrome following one or two infusions via nasoduodenal tube of FMT obtained from lean donors. This improvement was observed at 6 weeks post-FMT, but was no longer present by 18 weeks. No improvement in insulin sensitivity was identified in patients transplanted with autologous FMT (ie, patients transplanted with their own collected faeces). The improvement in peripheral insulin sensitivity in the lean donor FMT group was accompanied by a small but significant improvement in HbA1c at 6 weeks,\textsuperscript{145} but no improvements in other metabolic parameters, such as weight. While these data are of interest, the working group felt that the limited, transient nature of the benefits seen and small size of the studies meant that FMT could not be recommended as treatment for metabolic syndrome.

5.6.6. Future directions for randomised trials of FMT for non-CDI indications

Currently there are a large number of randomised trials (including RCTs) being undertaken globally, to evaluate the potential role of FMT as treatment for a wide range of conditions. The working group concluded that until there are more reliable data to inform decision making, the best practice principles described in this document for the governance of an FMT service for recurrent CDI should also be applied to FMT clinical trials for other conditions. However, specific adaptations may be considered depending on the condition being studied, for example, consideration of using anaerobic conditions for the preparation of FMT in trials for the treatment of ulcerative colitis, as described above.

In conclusion, FMT has the potential to be an effective treatment option for mild to moderate ulcerative colitis, and appears to be safe despite the use of immunosuppressive therapy. FMT may also have a potential role in the treatment of functional bowel disorders. However, recommendations for clinical use for both of these indications cannot be made until there is clearer evidence...
of the most appropriate patient characteristics, preparation methodology, route of delivery and intensity of administration of FMT. The evidence for the use of FMT in hepatic encephalopathy and metabolic syndrome is currently limited, and further well-designed RCTs are needed to evaluate its potential role here.

**Recommendation**

We do not currently recommended FMT as treatment for IBD. Apart from CDI, there is insufficient evidence to recommend FMT for any other gastrointestinal or non-gastrointestinal disease (GRADE of evidence: moderate; strength of recommendation: strong).

### 6. BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTING A FMT SERVICE

As discussed above, there is an absence of published studies to support the recommendations in this section (although the experience of setting up a nationwide stool bank has recently been reported from The Netherlands). This section is therefore based on the working group’s expert opinion and experience of developing FMT services. The working group considered best practice in this area as it applied to legal and clinical governance aspects, the relevant professionals required to establish an FMT service, the infrastructure of a service, and appropriate practices for FMT manufacturing and quality control monitoring where relevant. The full text of this section is in the online Supplementary Material 3.

### 7. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

- All donors to have completed initial screening questionnaires and blood and stool screening results, as well as final health check prior to each stool donation processed to FMT. Results from each subsequent serial round of screening also to be documented.
- All FMT recipients to have clear documentation of details of their disease course and preparation prior to FMT, including whether recurrent or refractory disease, previous antimicrobial courses and use of bowel purgatives/other preparatory medications pre-FMT.
- All FMT recipients to have sufficient documentation to allow clear traceability of the exact FMT aliquot transfused. Records should include identification of the donor, in addition to a frozen FMT aliquot (and original faecal sample)—as well as serum—from that donor (see online Supplementary Material 3).
- All FMT recipients for recurrent or refractory CDI to have documentation during follow-up of treatment success or failure (and subsequent treatment plan if failure), together with clear documentation of any adverse events that may be attributable to FMT.

### 8. FURTHER RESEARCH

- As described within this guideline, many aspects of the terminology of CDI are used variably between studies, and endpoints in FMT trials are inconsistent. The working group noted the need to standardise this terminology to allow more robust comparisons between studies.
- Given the relative novelty of FMT as a procedure, any potential long term adverse events associated with its use are poorly defined. The establishment of formal FMT registries should be considered. While this would primarily act as an important tool for defining the safety and efficacy of FMT, it would also be a valuable database for researchers within the field. Standardisation of other key documentation related to FMT administration (eg, establishment of a proforma for assessing eligibility for FMT and/or follow-up after FMT) would also be advantageous for the same reasons.
- The working group noted the lack of consistency in definitions related to the severity of CDI disease and to response or failure to FMT. This limited interpretation of the published studies. As such, the working group thought that standardisation of these definitions would allow more accurate delineation of the factors influencing the efficacy of FMT for CDI. The working group also noted that only one reviewed study had reported the relationship between C. difficile ribotype and FMT outcome, and that recording of this information should be encouraged better to evaluate its influence.
- Further well designed clinical trials (in particular, RCTs) are required to identify the optimal means of administration of FMT as treatment for recurrent and/or refractory CDI.
- The working group noted that even encapsulated FMT may be associated with potential drawbacks. They also noted that there are many patients with recurrent CDI for whom FMT (or any form of ‘bacteriotherapy’) may be inappropriate, including those with very marked immunosuppression, and/or multiorgan disease. Despite high levels of efficacy, there is a small but appreciable FMT failure rate and it is not currently understood whether this is due to underlying donor or recipient factors. Therefore, a research priority should be in basic and translational studies better to define the mechanisms underlying the efficacy of FMT in CDI. This includes comparing the structure and function of the microbiota of donors to patients pre-FMT and post-FMT, via techniques including next generation microbial sequencing, metabolic profiling and immunological assays. This would allow the refinement of FMT from its current state to a more targeted therapy, removing the concerns associated with FMT.
- The working group identified a need for further well designed RCTs to investigate the potential role of FMT for non-CDI indications.

### 9. CONCLUSIONS

FMT has become an accepted, efficacious treatment for recurrent and/or refractory CDI. In developing this guideline, the evidence for the technique has been reviewed in the context of other available treatments. Specific guidance for best practice for an FMT service is provided.
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